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Old coins can be difficult to identify and put values or prices if you don't even know what an old coin is called. Is your old coin made of silver or gold? Which country is the old coin from? Are the inscriptions in English or any other foreign language? Does the coin look brand new or is it so worn out that it can barely be identified? Is it a real coin or some kind of gaming or trading token? Such questions can
confuse a person who is not familiar with the hobby of numismatics also known as coin collection. However, if you take a logical approach to your task at your fingertips, it can be quite enjoyable and perhaps you can just find rare and valuable coins at your disposal. The first step is in figuring out what your old coins are worth to identify them. If they are from the United States, you can check out the U.S. Old
Coin Identification Chart. Old coins from the United States will always speak to the United States of America on them, although sometimes this is reduced to very old U.S. coins. If the old U.S. coin isn't on the chart, it's probably a commemorative coin, not a circulating coin. For help with old commemorative coins, you'd better get a copy of the U.S. Red Book of Coins. United States coins are grouped into
the following major categories: U.S. half cents (1793 to 1857)U.S. small cents (1856 to date) U.S. nickel/five cents (1866 to date)U.S. dimes/ten cents (1796 to date) U.S. quarter (1796 to date)U.S. dollars. One Dollar Coin USA Gold Coins (1795-1933) U.S. Classic Commemorative Coins (1892 to 1954) U.S. Modern Commemorative Coins (1982 to present) If your old coins don't say they're from the United
States, they tend to call some other country. In most cases, you should be able to understand that country, although it is usually the language of the country that issued the old coin. You can enter the likely country name in a search engine such as Google to see what is available on the Internet. There are thousands of coin-related websites out there for almost every type of old coin imaginable! If the old
coin doesn't have a country name that you can read, you can try visiting Don's World Coin Gallery to see it. Don's website contains more than 25,000 photos of coins from more than 400 countries, past and present, and its Instant Identifiers page contains images of dozens of coins with no English inscriptions. Just soed your old coin with the images, and click on the image to get to its information and page
value. Not all of your old coins will be determined using the methods above. In this case, you may have a token, round or pattern, all of which resemble coins. Try typing in the labels you can read on the search engine. Typically, if the old coin does not have the name of the country and (saying how much it costs) on it, it's probably not an official government coin. It can be very difficult to learn more about
these unofficial coins because very few people collect them, so they tend to it costs a lot (if any) money. Private mints around the world also minted tokens and fantasy coins. These are not official coins issued by the government, but they can still make a difference. During the Civil War, a shortage of coins led to the production of many tokens by private coins. This allowed stores to make small changes to
business transactions. There are several books written about these tokens and they are very collectible. Here are some tips for researching your old coins: Don't be afraid to check eBay links if they come in search of your old coins. Sometimes sellers have a lot of details about coins at auctions, plus you get an idea of the value. Don't forget to check outside the first page of the search results. Sometimes
you won't find what you need until a few pages are listed. If you find something very similar, but it doesn't quite fit your old coin, try emailing whoever the page (or eBay listing) you're on help with! Send a photo of your coin. Try posting pictures of your old coin on forums, or emailing it to coin dealers. Sooner or later, someone will find out. While it's rarely our first choice, giving tips on old coins, you can try
taking your old coins to the coin merchant and see what he can tell you. The reason we wouldn't want to suggest is that most coin dealers in the US don't know more about world coins and other non-coin numismatic items than you'll find yourself simply searching Google and eBay. In addition, many coin dealers will try to buy your old coins from you at very low prices. Never sell your old coins until you
know what you have and what they are worth! Upon arriving in Ubud, Bali, last spring, one of the first things that struck me about my surroundings other than the bumper city to scooter corks and spectacular views was the abundance of mandalas at every turn. I learned complex, circular projects from texts that I read during my yoga teacher training program, but truthfully didn't learn much about the
importance of their design and presence. Fortunately, a few talented artists helped answer all my mandala questions. Advertising Spiritual and ritual symbol seen in all Asian cultures, mandala geometric design is made in many forms: on paper, fabric, with threads, wood, metal, stone or in various other artistic conditions. Hinduism, Buddhism, and other religions and cultures use mandala to refer to different
aspects of the universe, and the most basic form of the symbol consists of concentric circles around one point. The word mandala comes to us from Sanskrit and freely translates as a circle, says Jamie Locke, a mandala-side carver, resident artist and founding member of the Red Barn Arts Collective in Indianapolis, Indiana. Mandalas are central to Hinduism and but can also be found in many cultures
and religions around the world such as Native Americans, Jews, Christians and Islamic arts for Usually containing symbolic geometric structures that can be simple, complex or complex, the mandala is often used to teach about spirituality and its place in the universe. Mandalas are believed to represent various aspects of the universe, such as unity, integrity, harmony, and our attitude to infinity. According
to experts such as Steven Meakin, owner and director of the United Kingdom-based Mandala Company and the Academy of Geometric Arts, the symbols have deep roots dating back to ancient Nepal. These are patterns originally created by Tibetan monks as ritual symbols made of colored rice powder, often depicting the gateways and temples surrounding the main deity, says Myakin. It should be
understood that these monks sought to point out that they expressed an inner reality and a noble path, and as such, the artist's expression did not matter much beyond the symbolic. Although the mandala may have appeared as early as the first century BC, it took hundreds of years to gain popularity in the West. In 1938, Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung visited an ornate monastery near Darjeeling, says
Meakin. It was here that Lama Rimpoche Gomchen introduced him to painted works of art as hilkor or mandala. Chung was impressed by the work of art and recognized images and patterns, which were repeated not only in the works of his patients, but also in the art and architecture of the ancient world. Chung was well known for his notes, and now the word mandala has a much broader metaphysical
meaning, which he brought to the West. And while traditional mandalas are made up of these branded concentric circles, modern mandalas often integrate different geographical elements. These days, the word mandala is used to describe any 2D circular pattern or 3D shape, says Myakin. Everything from a Gothic cathedral pink window to a child painted floral pattern can be called a mandala or perhaps a
mandala-esque? Advertising Creation and reflecting on signature elements of mandala design are considered meditative practices, but many also see mandalas as tools for relaxation and creativity. For Locke, a self-taught artist who began creating mandalas in 2007, the creative process is as central and emotional as the end result. As far as I remember, I have always been attracted to concentric designs
in nature, as evidenced by most of my children's doodles! She says. It wasn't until I discovered the Hindu art form mehndi that I really started studying mandalas. As I began to create mandalas, it didn't take long to notice the benefits widely known to those involved in the practice such as increased attention, mental clarity, creativity and overall happiness. This is active meditation, which has become my
central practice. It reminds me of my essence and me digging deeper into my own healing and growth. I always say that for me the process of creating mandalas is always one of the inspired inspired elementary surprise and pure bliss. There seems beyond any doubt that there is something visually nutritious about the mandala no matter how simple or endless complex they may be, says Meakin. Could it
be that reassuring sense of determination or general feeling that we can experience on finding a fleeting moment or longer? Advertising today's mandalas can be found everywhere from the studio's yoga dream to the catchers of art exhibitions, and the artists who create them say they continue to draw inspiration from their own spiritual connections to the process, and when it comes to the most creative
process, Locke says the possibilities are endless. There are countless ways to create and display mandalas, she says. I have personally seen mandalas created using sand, stones, leaves, food, flower petals, tattooed, slick glass, ink and paper and paint on canvas or walls. Personally for me, carving a mandala on a tree is my one of my favorites. I usually start in the middle of a wooden canvas, creating a
circle and then running concentrically, leaning on each layer, cutting out intricate, geometric and floral designs. However, it is my personal belief that almost every surface can be used as a canvas for the mandala. If observing the unique appearance of the mandala inspires you to create your own, Locke says there is no need to be intimidated by the rich history and complexity of the symbol. You don't have
to be an artist to create a mandala! She says. Although I have put a lot of effort and practice into creating my own style of mandala solutions, I have no formal training what it is. I just had a deep desire to learn and practice! If you find yourself drawn to mandalas and desire to create your own, I urge you to just start! There are numerous tutorials on the internet that can get you started. It's a personal journey,
so letting go of judgment and comparison will greatly benefit your practice of mandala.
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